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About This Game

Freebie is a casual game where you launch a ball against a paddle and hit a green surface. Be careful not to hit the red surfaces
or you'll lose a life!
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kill me please. Indie used to mean something, man. It used to be about special little games crafted with love and care by a
cottage industry of largely unknown but certainly not untalented developers. Nowadays, when someone uses the term "indie" to
describe a game, what they're really saying is that it isn't worth your time. And Freebie is an example of the new indie at its
absolute direst. Barely any graphics. Barely any sound. Barely any gameplay. Barely any effort. Avoid.. This game is funny. You
can be mad easily because you can die easily. You can do all achievements. And you can get trading cards.. If you have epilepsi
and wanna dancec until you die then just play this game. JOGO. Hey its basically free game.. A small, single button game. A
good waste of time if you want to do something mindless for easy achievements. Gameplay Mechanics: 3/3 I was happy that
there was no lag when I clicked my mouse to release the ball. A lot of smaller games like this seem to have that issue. Luckily
this one does not. Music/Sound: 3/3 There are a couple of music tracks you can choose from, all of them a mix of 8-bit and
dubstep. Honestly, the music was my favorite part of the game. Catchy and enjoyable to listen to. Overall, I don't think this
game is worth .99 cents. If it was cheaper, I'd say get it since its a nice little time waster. I wouldn't recommend it to anyone
however.. Fun game with a simple premise to get into. I personally enjoy it, but it may get stale for others quickly. Dev is a
pretty cool guy, and I may be a little biased since I helped with the English localization.
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